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NAVASSA: LEGAL NIGHTMARES IN A BIOLOGICAL HEAVEN?
Fabio Spadi

INTRODUCTION

The island only
emerged from
obscurity in 1857,
when it was
occupied by
American citizens
searching for
guano…

Navassa is a small island, only 5km² in size, located in the Caribbean Sea,
approximately 40 miles from the Haitian coast in the Windward Passage and
Jamaica Channel between Haiti and Jamaica, at 18° 24’ N, 75º 02’ W. Isolated,
without natural fresh water sources, presenting difficult rocky terrain, perilous
for landing (it has only off-shore anchorage), the island has proved over time to
be rather unfriendly to humans. Apart from the remaining guano, no natural
resources such as oil or mineral deposits, are reported. However, Navassa is
proving to be, both on land and in its surrounding waters, a biological haven of
extreme importance, as assessed by a recent scientific expedition. 1
The island was discovered in 1504 by a group of Spanish seamen attached to
one of the exploratory expeditions led by Columbus. 2 Generally reproduced in
maps thereafter, it did not attract the attention of the States involved in the area
and for centuries remained at the fringes of local history. The island only
emerged from obscurity in 1857, when it was occupied by American citizens
searching for guano3 and brought under US jurisdiction in accordance with the
1856 Guano Act.4 The then Empire of Haiti, once informed of events on
Navassa and after reported hesitations,5 moved to assert its own claim of
sovereignty. In 1858 two vessels were sent to the island and Haitian officials
proclaimed the island to be a dependency of the Empire, inviting the diggers to
ask for Haitian permission to operate there and subsequently ordering them to
abandon Navassa. No action was taken to enforce this order, however.6
Following these events a US vessel proceeded to Port-au-Prince to inform the
Haitian government of the American position and that the US would keep “a
cruiser there to protect Americans as long as they remained there. ”7
Mr B.C. Clark, Commercial Agent of Haiti in Boston (there being no diplomatic
relations between the two countries at the time), was instructed to present
Haiti’s claim to the US Secretary of State who soon replied in the negative.8 A
new exchange of letters followed in 1872-1873 9 but both parties remained
anchored to their original positions. Haiti’s request to have a third party decide
the matter was rejected. American citizens continued exploiting guano
resources on the island, giving origin to several judicial cases in the meantime
and the consequent interest of US courts. Haitian protests denouncing the US
occupation of Navassa did not cease and the island was specifically named as
part of Haitian national territory by all Constitutions adopted after 1856. Guano
mining stopped at the end of the nineteenth century but American interests in
the island increased due to the strategic and maritime safety considerations
arising from the opening of the Panama Canal in 1914.10 Two years later in
1916 the dangerous nature of the maritime passage prompted the US to build a
lighthouse on the island and proclaim its use for lighthouse purposes.11
Technical personnel were dispatched to Navassa, to be later substituted by an
automatic navigational beacon which was decommissioned in 1996.
Haiti continued to allow its citizens to use the area (without any consistent US
actions being taken to regulate activities on or around the island12) and in the
1950s Haitian authorities built a church for the spiritual needs of passing
fishermen. In 1989 the Haitian government also approved of the gesture of six
Haitian radio ham operators (transported there by helicopters provided by
President Duvalier, seemingly in his official capacity) who transmitted briefly
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from Navassa. The Haitian Communications Authority also allocated the island
with an Haitian call prefix.13
The Center for Marine Conservation (CMC) scientific expedition14 and
subsequent US orders aimed at preserving the environmental sensitivity of the
island once again raised Haitian protests and contributed to the reinvigoration of
the 143 year old dispute.15
Navassa Island
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Haitian governments have always held that the State’s title to Navassa derived
from its inclusion in the French possessions established over Hispaniola in the
17th century, formally transferred from Spain to France in accordance with the
Treaty of Ryswick in 169716 and passed on to Haiti on its independence from
France (it had formerly been the colony of St. Domingue). 17 The Treaty of
Ryswick, however, did not mention Navassa, nor indeed did it mention St.
Domingue. By means of Article IX, the parties called for mutual restitution of
places (“Toutes les Villes, Places, Forts, Châteaux, & Postes”18), which either
side had occupied, “en quelque Lieu du Monde qu’elles soient situées.” 19
French settlement of western Hispaniola had begun in the 1620s, spreading
from Tortuga Island where a colonial Governor had been appointed in 1659. A
Governor of “La partie française de St. Domingue” was appointed in 1665.20
After the raids by Spanish and British forces during the War of the League of
Augsburg (1689-1697), the peace treaty recognised the permanence of the
French settlements on the island. The boundaries of the French colony (and
consequently of Spanish Santo Domingo) were later drawn by the Aranjuez
Convention of 1777 which did not refer to Navassa or to other islands around
Hispaniola.21 Haiti considers them to have been included implicitly in the
Ryswick deal, and, in fact, for some of them, this contention seems to rest on
valid grounds. Tortuga is one such example, mainly for historical reasons; it
was the stronghold from which French settlement spread over Western
Hispaniola and it is also situated just two miles off the north coast of the
mainland. Other islands present either one or both of the characteristics which
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make them undoubtedly part of the Haitian State: i.e. common historical
background with the French settlements and the very short distance separating
them from the mainland, being located within the historical three-mile territorial
sea limit. 22 Most of these islands are, in normal circumstances, even when
beyond such limits,23 visible to the human eye from mainland Haiti.
There appears to be
no record of the
French
administration
involving itself with
Navassa.

There appears to be no record of the French administration involving itself with
Navassa. The early history of independent Haiti confirms the approach of the
previous colonial authorities. In actual fact, scattered evidence would seem to
suggest complete indifference, if not ignorance of the place. The instructions
that the Foreign Minister of the Kingdom of Haiti, the Duke of Limonade,
addressed to Mr T. Clarkson, who had been appointed special agent of Haiti for
her potential dealings with France, stated the King’s will “Que sa Majesté
Chretienne, Roi de France… reconaisse Haiti (c’est-à-dire le territoire de cette
partie de Saint Domingue qui appartenait anciennement à la France, avec les
îles independantes: la Tortue, la Gonâve, les Cayemittes, l'Ile-à-Vâche et
Beate) (emphasis added).24 The value of the instructions does not lie in their
‘international’ nature but in the light that they can shed on the question of
Navassa, as perceived by Haiti herself.
The Duke of Limonade was the minister of a government which controlled only
the north of the country, while the southern part was under a Republican
regime.25 Nevertheless, the document referred to islands both to the north and
south of the country (each government claiming sole legitimacy). Yet Navassa
was not included. The significance of this exclusion is underlined by the fact
that the size of Navassa is comparable to some of the quoted islands and that no
residual formula is present.26 The fact that the Kingdom of Haiti did not have
provisions relating to adjacent islands in its Constitution of 1811 may have a
certain relevance (however this lack of legal provisions did not stop King
Christophe from claiming various islands in the sea surrounding Hispaniola) but
it does not change the essentials of the arguments presented above.
If historical records seem insufficient to validate Haiti’s claim, might support be
forthcoming from the geographical characteristics of Navassa? In international
law, geographical criteria in support of territorial claims are limited to the socalled principles of continuity and/or contiguity.

Continuity

Continuity applies when islands are located within the territorial sea limit of a
State. There is a very strong presumption that in such circumstances the coastal
State has territorial sovereignty over the islands in question.27 In this case
however, Navassa lies 40 miles off the coast of Haiti, outside current territorial
sea limits and any that existed in the past.

Continuity applies
when islands are
located within the
territorial sea limit
of a State.

Continuity also applies when a State has clear sovereignty over part of a
territorial-natural unity, which is thus extended to the whole of such a unity. It
is a type of presumption, required since sovereignty cannot always exist or be
proven for each single parcel of land.28 But what is a territorial-natural unity?
Some cases are quite widely-recognised, e.g. a group of isolated and closelysituated islands, but, in general, perceptions of such a unity tend to differ quite
radically, depending on the perspective,29 thus potentially depriving the
principle of any determinative application.
The maritime environment has tended to remain extraneous to these
theorisations which, even in their terrestrial dimension, were always far from
being universally accepted and recognised.30 A similar but more limited
approach, however, found its way in to the international maritime practice of
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States under the name of “portico doctrine”, which was summarised in the
Eritrea-Yemen Award of 199831 in the following way:
...by the same rationale [natural unity] a complementary question al so
arises of how far the sway established on one of the mainland coasts
should be considered to continue to some islands or islets off that coast
which are naturally “proximate” to the coast or “appurtenant” to it .
This idea…was given the name of the “portico doctrine” and recognised
as a means of attributing sovereignty over off-shore features which fell
within the attraction of the mainland (emphasis added).
As early as 1861 H.W. Halleck, referring to “…islands in the sea, which do not
derive their elements, as the principle of alluvium and increment, immediately
from the main shore, but are separated from it by deep channels, of a greater or
less width” had affirmed that:
Such islands, if in the vicinity of the main land, are regarded as its
dependencies, unless some one else has acquired title to them by virtue
of discovery, colonization, purchase, conquest, or some other recognized
mode of territorial acquisition...The ownership of the main land includes
the adjacent islands, even though no positive acts of ownership may have
been exercised over them…But if such islands be in the sea, distant from
the main land, their ownership follows the general rule of discovery,
occupancy, colonization, purchase and conques (emphasis added).32

Haiti’s claim would
seem to be that
Navassa clearly falls
within the attraction
sphere of mainland
Hispaniola.

The dependency or attraction factor is not limited to location within the
territorial sea limit. But what constitutes “vicinity to the mainland” or “distant
from the mainland” has always been a contentious issue. 33 Haiti’s claim would
seem to be that Navassa clearly falls within the attraction sphere of mainland
Hispaniola. If this were acknowledged, Haiti’s claim would be strengthened by
the fact that its Constitutions preceding US involvement all referred to
dependent islands as being part of the State’s territory. According to the first
Haitian Constitution (8 July 1801) the territory of the Colony extended to
“Samana, la Tortue, la Gonâve, Les Cayemites, l’Ile-à-Vâches, la Saône et
autres îles adjacentes.”34
From 1805 onwards the constitutional formula is almost identical: “L’Ile
d’Haiti et les îles adjacentes qui en dependent forment le territoire... ”35 The
reference to a non-specified relationship of dependence (“qui en dependent”)
did not clarify matters.36 It is interesting to note that a similar expression found
its way into an international instrument, the Friendship, Commerce and
Navigation Treaty37 concluded with the Dominican Republic in 1874, according
to which the parties were obliged not to alienate or compromise part or whole of
their territory including “les îles adjacentes qui en dependent.”
The matter has still to find a universally applicable solution. The International
Court of Justice (ICJ) has had to confront the issue at various times. In the Case
concerning the Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Salvador v.
Honduras: Nicaragua Intervening) the Court actually provided a partial
definition of what constitutes a dependency and, implicitly, a territorial unity:
“the small size of Meanguerita, its contiguity to the larger island, and the fact
that is uninhabited, allow its characterization as a ‘dependency’ of
Meanguera.”38 No definition of contiguity was given. The short distance of
Meanguerita from Meanguera does not exclude that contiguity can apply in the
case of Navassa. In the Minquiers and Echrehos Case (France v. Great Britain)
the islands were defined as dependencies of the Channel Islands, 39 which meant
that contiguity need not be interpreted only in terms of extremely short
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distances (though the shorter they are, the more likely it will be for an adjacency
relationship to arise40). The recent Case on the Maritime Delimitation and
Territorial Questions between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatar v. Bahrain) was
solved without the ICJ having to further analyse this concept.41
…in international law
territorial unity tends
to be based more on
traditional or
historical
perceptions rather
than on geographical
characteristics…

The conclusion to be drawn from these cases then is that in international law
territorial unity tends to be based more on traditional or historical perceptions
rather than on geographical characteristics, notwithstanding the fact that the
latter may well influence and determine the former. On this basis it could be
argued that an adjacency relationship exists based on historical and present day
use of the island and its surrounding waters by Haitian fishermen and
dependency or attraction of the mainland could be interpreted in social and
economic terms. The limit to this line of reasoning is represented by the
sovereign value that private activities would thus acquire, in the face of a
jurisprudence which has always tended to exclude them from this ambit. The
same principle would apply to maps.42 If historical, economic and social
perceptions are to be considered valid in determining dependency, unofficial
maps could acquire a value which is not generally recognised. 43

Contiguity

Given the legal difficulties surrounding continuity, can the relat ed principle of
contiguity offer any solutions in this case? The answer is a mixed one, as
contiguity has even more problematic applications in international law than
continuity and indeed is often identified with it.44 A possible use of the principle
may serve to create a slight presumption in favour of territorial sovereignty of
the nearest State to the land in dispute. To some it is not really a presumption
but a sort of inchoate title to be perfected by subsequent action. In the words of
Mr Fish, US Secretary of State, in his note to the Haitian Minister who had
protested once again in 1872 against US occupation of the island:
As Hayty [sic] was unable to show an actual possession and use of the
island [Navassa], or an extension and exercise of jurisdic tion and
authority over it, before the discovery of guano by Americans…her
pretension of proprietorship of, and sovereignty over, the island was
inadmissible...the absence of proof of such acts…could not be supplied
by the facts of the proximity of the isl ands to her territory...The utmost
to which the argument in her favour amounts to, is a claim to...a right
of possession; but in...international law such claim of a right to
possession is not enough to establish the right...to exclusive territorial
sovereignty...The exercise of jurisdiction is one of the most valid pieces
of evidence of sovereignty; the extension of laws of an empire over a
colonial possession forms one of the chief muniments of that nation’s
title to sovereignty over the colony; and the ab sence of these...links...
appear fatal to that claim, nor can this absence be supplied by the facts
of contiguity...” (emphasis added). 45

Even the inchoate
title possibly
emerging from
‘proximity’ was far
from being a
recognised rule.

Interestingly enough, Fish qualified his position on this point by comparing the
case of Navassa with other island disputes in which the US had recognised the
non-existence of its title, Alta Vela and Key Verd. Among the reasons which
had led to the abandonment of the US claim, was the fact that these two islands
were “much nearer to the mainland and adjacent islands” (emphasis added)
than Navassa.46
Even the inchoate title possibly emerging from ‘proximity’ was far from being a
recognised rule. Judge Huber’s Award in the Isle of Palmas Case denied this
possibility by stating that: “...it is impossible to show the existence of a rule of
positive international law to the effect that islands situated outside territorial
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waters should belong to a State from the mere fact that its territory forms the
terra firma (nearest continent or island of considerable size).” Even its value
as a mere presumption “would be in conflict with...territorial sovereignty”, and
its use as a method to determine issues of this kind, because “it is wholly
lacking in precision”, would “lead to arbitrary results.”47

THE US CLAIM

The contention
would seem to
have been that,
because of Haiti’s
lack of action…any
inchoate title or
preference right
which Haiti could
have claimed, had
long since
disappeared
leaving Navassa as
res nullius.

The US has
consistently declared
that Navassa was
under the
sovereignty of no
other nation when
occupied by
American citizens…

The language used by Fish in 1872 underlined the importance of “effectivités”
when proving or defending a title to territorial sovereignty. The contention
would seem to have been that, because of Haiti’s lack of action and the previous
lack of action by Spain and France, any inchoate title or preference right which
Haiti could have claimed, had long since disappeared leaving Navassa as res
nullius. But effective administration, relevant as it may be, and indeed title to
territory itself, is not always easy to determine, especially when it refers to
isolated and non-inhabited locations. However, it is useful to recall the
Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) remark that “it is impossible to
read the records of decisions in cases as to territorial sovereignty without
observing that...the tribunal has been satisfied with very little in the way of
actual exercise of sovereign rights...”48
Judge Huber had already pointed out that “Manifestations of territorial
sovereignty assume...different forms, according to conditions of time and
place.”49 The same criterion can be applied to the early phases of Navassa’s
history. The US has always contended that Haiti never exercised any kind of
jurisdiction or administration over the island without, however, denying that
isolated and/or uninhabited locations need less in terms of concrete activity to
prove the exercise of sovereignty. In a remarkably similar case concerning the
island of Alta Vela (located south of Hispaniola), 50 the then US Secretary of
State recognised the Dominican Republic’s sovereignty on the basis of a
Dominican law enacted in 1855 which included Alta Vela, by specifically
mentioning it, in one of the Dominican provinces. 51 If any similar instrument
could be found for Navassa, the American claim would then be seriously
undermined. Haiti’s Constitutions might provide such an instrument, 52 except
for the fact that explicit identification of the adjacent island as being “La
Tortue, la Gonâve, les Cayemites, la Navaze, la Grosse-Caye et toutes les
autres qui se trouvent placées dans le rayon des limites consacrées par le droit
des gens” (emphasis added) was made in the 1874 Constitution (Article 2),
adopted after the dispute had arisen, and by all subsequent ‘Lois
Fundamentaux’.53 It is not, therefore, as decisive an element as it could have
been due to the operation of the principle of the ‘critical date’. 54
The US has consistently declared that Navassa was under the sovereignty of no
other nation when occupied by American citizens and brought under American
jurisdiction in accordance with the 1856 Guano Act. Consequently, the
traditional rules on occupation would apply to Navassa, this being in 1856 res
nullius. The Act provided that “Whenever any citizen of the United States
discovers a deposit of Guano on any island, rock, or ke y, not within the lawful
jurisdiction of any other Government, and not occupied by citizens of any other
Government, and takes peaceable possession thereof, and occupies the same,
such island, rock, or key may, at the discretion of the President, be consid ered
as appertaining to the United States.”55
The President had full discretion as to whether to consider the qualified islands
as appertaining to the US, and the meaning of “appertaining” was purposefully
left undefined. The term was especially chosen because it was “deft, since it
carries no precise meaning and readily lends itself to circumstances and the
wishes of those using it.”56 In fact, this quality of being undefined seems to have
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been more a question of trying to legitimise and encompass completely different
attitudes under one single heading than simply of being merely ambiguous. The
fact is that the animus of the US Executive has not always been consistently that
of acquiring sovereignty over Navassa and other guano islands, at least not until
the early 20th century. In some instances, American sources denied that
sovereignty was ever intended to be an issue.

And in the case of
Navassa the US
Executive did not
even bother to
proclaim the island
a US
appurtenance…

The main drafter of the Guano Act, Senator W.H. Seward, said that “the bill is
framed so as to embrace only those more ragged rocks, which are covered with
this deposit in the ocean, which are fit for no dominion, or for anything else,
except for the guano which is found upon them. There is no temptation for the
abuse of authority by the establishment of Colonies or any other form of
permanent occupation there.”57 The whole character of the Act was more
focused on the rights and interests of American citizens. For example, it was
specifically for their protection that the President could have used the country’s
naval and land forces (Section 1417). Similarly the US Circuit Court for the
District of Maryland in Grafflin v. Navassa Phosphate Company, came to the
conclusion that “Looking to the language and purpose of the [Guano Islands]
Act...we find nothing which indicates that it was the intention of Congress to
claim title to or recognize in the discoverer...any title to the land; on the
contrary, the provisions of the law entirely negative any idea that such islands
were in any sense to become part of the territorial domain of the United
States” (emphasis added). 58 And in the case of Navassa the US Executive did
not even bother to proclaim the island a US appurtenance but limited itself to
declaring that the American citizens involved were entitled to the rights and
privileges provided for by the Act.59
More significantly, an internal memorandum60 prepared in 1904 for the
Assistant Secretary of State A.A. Adee clearly stated that “The United States
possesses no sovereign or territorial rights over guano islands”, and that the
Act “simply protects American citizens who discover guano on an island...in the
prosecution of their enterprise which extends only to appropriation and
disposal of guano.” When asked officially in 1907 by the Isthiam Canal
Commission about the political status of Navassa, Adee replied that “it cannot
be claimed that this or other guano island ‘belong’ to the United States.”61
Earlier that year the Department of State had expressed an identical opinion:
“...the United States possess no sovereign or territorial rights over guano
islands.”62
But the Act lends itself to other interpretations that appear to contradict this
opinion. Section 1416 provides that all acts done by persons who may land on
any island considered to be appertaining to the US “shall be held and deemed to
have been done or committed on the high seas, on board a merchant ship or
vessel belonging to the United States, and be punished according to the laws of
the United States relating to such ships or vessels and offences on the high seas;
which laws...are hereby extended to and over such islands, rocks or keys .” Thus
American jurisdiction was extended to its guano appurtenances.63 Though
jurisdiction is certainly not sovereignty, it is inextricably connected to it. When
evaluating whether effective sovereignty has been exercised over a disputed
piece of land, criminal (and civil) jurisdiction has always tended to be at the
forefront of the evidence to prove the existence of an effective administration
and, thus, of title to territory that derives from it. 64 Significantly, guano
legislation also provides that the “introduction of guano from such islands…
shall be regulated as in the coasting trade between different parts of the
United States, and the same laws shall govern the vessels concerned therein ”
(emphasis added). Accordingly, when a British vessel engaged in transport
between Navassa and the mainland US in 1860, American authorities
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confiscated the vessel as the Navigation Act prohibited “foreign-owned vessels
from transporting merchandise between ports of the United States.”65
‘Annexation’ was a
term used by US
officials when
referring to the
Declaration of
Appurtenance.

…the Supreme
Court of
Massachusetts had
clearly stated in
1871 that the
“United States had
acquired…a title in
the island by
discovery and
lawful possession,
as authorized by
the Law of
Nations.”

…prior to 1916, the
US had been
claiming
possession but not
sovereignty in its
fullest sense, the
consequence being
that the US could
prevent any other
government
claiming
Navassa…

The final Section of the Act states that “Nothing...shall be construed as obliging
the United States to retain possession of the islands, rocks or keys after the
guano shall have been removed from the same. ” It is not sovereignty the Act is
referring to but it is obviously rather more than a mere question of protecting
US citizens. It is possession of the islands, to be continued or interrupted after
the mining of guano has ceased.
Perhaps more significant than the Act itself is the l anguage that surrounded its
early application. ‘Annexation’ was a term used by US officials when referring
to the Declaration of Appurtenance.66 It was intended by some to be temporary
but it was annexation all the same, and thus indicated an extension of state
sovereignty, as annexation usually has a definite meaning only when referring
to complete territorial dominion. The US Supreme Court, in its 1890 decision 67
in a way confirmed this tendency by qualifying the Guano Act and its
application as belonging to the realm of the principle of occupation of res
nullius, so that “the nation may exercise such jurisdiction and for such period
as it sees fit over the territory so acquired.” Furthermore, the Supreme Court of
Massachusetts had clearly stated in 1871 that the “United States had
acquired…a title in the island by discovery and lawful possession, as authorized
by the Law of Nations.”68
The US claim to Navassa has always been based upon the contention that the
island was res nullius. If this were so, sovereignty could have been acquired by
means of occupation. This needs effective possession of the land (corpus) as
well as the intention of acquiring sovereignty (animus).69 As far as the former is
concerned, the American record is evidently more relevant than th e Haitian one.
Effective administration of the island has been indirectly recognised, albeit as
illegal, by Haiti herself when protesting against US public acts concerning
Navassa. The very nature of the place justifies certain gaps in the enforcement
of US laws over the island.
It is the second element (the animus) which is not so clearly defined. The
intended flexibility of the concept of appurtenances was never so wide as to
justify the internal inconsistencies of the US attitude to the question. In general
terms, it would seem that, prior to 1916, the US had been claiming possession
but not sovereignty in its fullest sense, the consequence being that the US could
prevent any other government claiming Navassa without taking measures to
acquire full territorial sovereignty over the island for itself. Mr Adee's reply to
the Isthmian Canal Commission, after affirming that guano islands did not
belong to the US, went on to state that “Nevertheless, it would appear that
internationally speaking this Government is in a position to assert full authority
over Navassa Island should such action be deemed desirable.”70 Thus up to
1907 such full authority had not been asserted, but, because of the American
course of action, this constituted an option left open to the US alone and to no
other Government. And the quoted opinion of the Solicitor for the Department
of State concluded that “there could [not] be any reasonable objection on the
part of any other government to a change in the manner of our occupation of a
guano island like Navassa, and the assertion on our part of full sovereignty
thereover.”
Can this position be accepted in international law, i.e. that a land is not res
nullius because of effective possession of an authority which does not want to
claim territorial sovereignty over it but seemingly prevents other governments
from exercising their sway? It is undoubtedly peculiar 71 and even more so if
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one considers the additional element of a Haitian claim. So there was, at least
for a time, one government which possessed the island without wishing to be its
territorial sovereign and another which did not exercise any authority over it but
claimed it as sovereign in its original title.
This state of limbo seemed to disappear in 1916 when the island was
designated for lighthouse purposes. The relevant Presidential Proclamation
contained quite an interesting introduction according to which, “pursuant to the
foregoin [sic] Act of Congress [Guano Act], the island of Navassa is now under
the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the United States and out of the
jurisdiction of any other Government” (emphasis added). Since 1916, the US
has claimed Navassa as part of its own territory thus rendering this
proclamation the closest to a full claim to sovereignty. 72

…Order No. 3205
(16 January 1997)
concerning the
administration of
the island, candidly
stated that it was
adopted “In
furtherance of
United States
sovereignty over
Navassa Island.”

There remained a certain residual degree of ambiguity in the legal status of the
island within the US territory, well expressed by the fact that it is “one of only
two jurisdictions under United States sovereignty not within the ordinary ambit
of a US District Court.” However, Order No. 3205 (16 January 1997)
concerning the administration of the island,73 candidly stated that it was adopted
“In furtherance of United States sovereignty over Navassa Island.” Moreover,
newspaper sources in 1996 reported that there was a state of confusion insofar
as which agency or branch of the administration had responsibilities over the
place, with the General Services Administration even claiming that no title to
the island existed.74 In 1997 Order No. 3205 was adopted by the Secretary of
the Interior, delegating to the Director of the Department of the Interior’s Office
of Insular Affairs its responsibilities for Navassa. 75 By Order No. 3210 (3
December 1999) the island and the surrounding waters up to the twelve mile
limit were transformed into a National Wildlife Refuge under the management
of the US Fish and Wildlife Service which assumed full administration of
Navassa.76 The island is closed to the public but enforcement of the prohibition
is still rather ineffectual.77
It is possible that the above mentioned ambiguity and confusion in the
American approach is partly to blame for its having entrusted to private citizens
the onus of proving the res nullius character of the island before granting them
protection and proclaiming the locations as appurtenances of the US. In
replying to the initial Haitian protests, the American position was that “a citizen
of the United States having exhibited to this Department proofs which were
deemed sufficient that the island was derelict and abandoned...”, the Guano Act
could consequently apply. It is difficult to evaluate how private parties would
have offered sufficient proof of the res nullius character of the area, apart from
demonstrating that no concrete sign of administration was visible.78 Subsequent
disputes with other States showed that the assessment capacity of private parties
of the res nullius quality was not very reliable, to say the least. Such
deficiencies had serious internal legal consequences for the application of the
Guano Law and, consequently, on the occupation exercised by the Americans.
In 1859 in a legal opinion concerning the Act, the Attorney-General of the US,
Mr J. Black, contended that the President could not annex any island if there
existed a contending claim to it by another government, until the dispute had
been resolved.79
It could be argued that the internal legal defects concerning the US operation on
Navassa may well have impaired the international value of the US course of
action, that is, the expression of its animus occupandi, by trespassing the limits
which the US had imposed on itself and which disciplined the expression of the
animus and corpus occupandi. But this line of reasoning is not wholly
convincing. It is a well-established principle of international law that a State can
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not justify its illegal behaviour in the international sphere on the basis of an
internal law or regulation. Conversely, a violation of an internal law can not be
brought against a State’s course of action if the latter is in accordance with
international law. In other words, the fact that the US may have violated its own
laws in pursuance of the occupation of Navassa is not relevant in determining
the legality of the US conduct in the international sphere, the legality of
occupation per se. Obviously a completely different (but relevant) question is
whether internal legal inconsistencies have affected the international stance of
the US, i.e. the action and opinion of the American government on the
international plane.

Aquisitive
Prescription

…does the fact of US
administration of the
island for over a
century provide
sufficient grounds
for a claim based on
prescription?

If the US title to Navassa is considered not to rest on valid grounds, does the
fact of US administration of the island for over a century provide sufficient
grounds for a claim based on prescription?80 Four criteria need to be met for the
latter to occur: peaceful and uninterrupted, public possession exercised à titre
de souverain for a certain length of time.81 There would be two objections
against the US in this case: the inconsistencies in the animus of the occupant;
and, the continuous claim to the island by Haiti à titre de souverain, which
never acquiesced to US occupation. According to some authors, diplomatic
protests and notes, which have been the main expression of Haiti’s discontent,
are not sufficient to block the process of prescriptive acquisition, e specially if
considered within a legal context which at the time still allowed for the use of
force as a legitimate means of acquiring territorial sovereignty. The argument is
that if a State could have legitimately acquired a parcel of land by conquest,
another State rejecting such claimed sovereignty should have been prepared to
go to war – i.e. to use force – to protect its alleged rights. 82
This argument could, however, be reversed, so that use of force should have
been the option of the State which had effective administration of the contended
location against the claimant State in order to have it cease its “ defiance”
(though the onus of action, in this case, would thus shift on the party which has
effective control of the island, a position probably inconsistent with the value
that international law grants on the principle of effectiveness). 83
This reasoning is only of limited value for the present issue. The US did not go
to war for Navassa because it contended that the island belonged to no one at
the time of its interest in it. Direct military confrontation was avoided by both
sides. As to whether conquest could be a better title on the American part, force
or rather the threat of the use of force was undoubtedly instrumental in the US
administration of the island. Can this amount to conquest? Some jurists argue
that in the 19th century conquest as a mode of acquiring sovereignty had to
satisfy specific conditions (a state of war to be initiated and terminated, a
manifest intention to acquire territorial dominion). To others such conditions
and limits really did not apply and the simple taking by force of a territory (and
the capacity of holding it) sufficed to allow the transferral of sovereignty. If the
first opinion were to be valid, prescription on the part of the US could have
corrected the original error or imperfection in the American title. But there is a
forceful argument in favour of prescription not having occurred due to
continuous Haitian claims (so that the actual exercise of sovereignty on the part
of the US was never peaceful). 84 Thus the solution to the legal dilemma
probably still lies in whether Navassa was res nullius at the time of American
involvement.
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An evaluation of the differing claims for the purpose of establishing who has
sovereignty over Navassa is similar to an attempt to untie the Gordian knot, an
inextricable bundle of history, presumptions and legal theories. In fact, this knot
is even more difficult to loosen than its Gordian ‘ancestor’ because unilateral
action would not put a definitive end to the question. The sword needed here
would be the obvious convergence of positions by means of an agreement
between the two claimants: a bilateral instrument.
As this does not seem likely to happen, what can be said of the validity of the
titles presented by both parties? At first sight, the US position would seem to be
the more legally sound of the two. Effective administration and acts of
jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, have been taking place for over 100 years,
though the animus of it has not always been straightforward. On the Haitian
side, there seems to be no sign or proof of effective rule over Navassa, either
during colonial rule or after independence. The main basis of Haiti’s claim lies
in the possible application of the continuity and contiguity principles.
Although these principles are rather ambiguous and lack a definitively
established precise scope of application it should to be noted that innumerable
isolated parcels of land have never experimented effective administration (even
in the extremely light form which is internationally accepted for deserted or
inaccessible locations) and yet they are considered as part of one nation or the
other. In many of these instances, definitive rules such as the territorial sea limit
may apply. But when this is not the case, the legal claim of sovereignty is based
on these same ambiguous concepts of continuity and contiguity or on other
expressions of such principles such as the “attraction of the mainland” or
territorial-natural unity. Indeed, it could be argued that these concepts are so
well established in their practical application that they are never even
mentioned. They do not need to be. It is only when other factors intervene that
the lack of specific definition or identification becomes apparent.
In the Navassa dispute, this seems to be exactly the case. Haiti’s claim is based,
in fact, on the assumption of the island being dependant-adjacent to the Haitian
mainland. If this were to be established beyond question, the various
Constitutions prior to 1872 would provide the necessary proof of administration
or “effectivité” over the location, any other existing sway over the island being
absent. Such determination of adjacency, as shown above, is extremely difficult
to reach. But a rather more evident factor may tip the scales: the fact that
Navassa, in clear conditions, is visible from the south-western tip of Haiti gives
weight to the argument that it is subject to the ‘attraction’ of the mainland. Eye
contact is the frame within which human interest and relations are usually and
presumably stimulated. So the argument that the island was and is adjacent to
(or dependent from) Haiti undoubtedly has a certain weight. Obviously, if a
place can be seen, it will historically attract the attention of the beholders. The
criterion of the ‘range of vision’ was often used by jurists in the 18 th century to
determine the sea areas subject to the coastal state’s sovereignty though it did
not seem to find much correspondence in State practice (apart, possibly, from
medieval Scandinavian traditions).85 Set against this argument is the acquisitive
prescription by the US, notwithstanding the internal inconsistency of its
approach over time.
In conclusion, there seems to be an even balance between the two claimants’
legal positions. Or, at least, the knot is so tight that probably no one can
successfully untie it by pulling just one strand at a time.
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